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Islam And Mammon The Economic Predicaments Of
Islamism
'...her short analysis of the Iranian armed forces in the 1980s is first-rate, so too is
her much more substantial section on women and the state in Iran...As well as
offering useful insights into the workings of the Islamic state in Iran, this readable
book also provides a warning of the struggles ahead in many other Muslim
societies.' - Anoushiravan Ehteshami, Times Higher Education Supplement
;Islam has been the driving force shaping the ideology and the power base of the
Iranian revolution. This volume engages critically with the Islamic perspective and
promises offered by the revolution. Looking at the rise of the religious institution
as a revolutionary force, the author observes their post-revolutionary policies in
the domains of politics, economics, education, the armed forces and women's
status. In the event, the volume demonstrates that the Iranian government has
failed to deliver on most, if not all, of its Islamic pledges.
The doctrine of Islamic economics entered Islamic discourses in the midtwentieth century. Since then it has pursued the goal of restructuring economies
according to perceived Islamic teachings. Beyond its most visible practical
achievement the establishment of Islamic banks meant to avoid interest it has
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promoted Islamic norms of economic behaviour and founded redistribution
systems modelled after early Islamic fiscal practices.In this bold and timely
critique, Timur Kuran argues that the doctrine of Islamic economics is simplistic,
incoherent, and largely irrelevant to present economic challenges. Observing that
few Muslims take it seriously, he also finds that its practical applications have had
no discernible effects on efficiency, growth, or poverty reduction. Why, then, has
Islamic economics enjoyed any appeal at all? His answer is that its real purpose
has not been economic improvement but cultivation of a distinct Islamic identity
to resist cultural globalization.The Islamic subeconomies that have sprung up
across the Islamic world are commonly viewed as manifestations of Islamic
economics. In reality, Kuran demonstrates, they emerged to meet the economic
aspirations of socially marginalized groups. The Islamic enterprises that form
these subeconomies provide advancement opportunities to the disadvantaged.
By enhancing interpersonal trust, they also facilitate intra-group
transactions.These findings raise the question of whether there exist links
between Islam and economic performance. Exploring these links in relation to the
long-unsettled question of why the Islamic world became under-developed,
Kuran identifies several pertinent social mechanisms, some beneficial to
economic development, others harmful.Timur Kuran is Professor of Economics
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and Law, and King Faisal Professor of Islamic Thought and Culture, at the
University of Southern California. His books include Private Truths, Public Lies.
What is Islamic banking? What is Islamic economics? Islam and Mammon . . .
sets out the genesis of these ideas and criticizes, severely but still
sympathetically, both the performance and the underlying logic of this Islamic
approach to economic activity. L. Carl Brown, Foreign Affairs [A] first-rate
analysis. . . . It is refreshing to see a work that stands apart from the mishmash of
cultural relativism of Islamophiles and the ideological warfare of the
Islamophobes. Sohrab Behdad, Denison University
This book examines the political consequences of growing religiosity in countries
where politics are repressive and religious freedoms are in flux. The study
compares how two authoritarian regimes - Russia and China - manage religion
and how religious communities navigate restrictive political environments to
pursue their own spiritual and economic interests.
Islam and MammonThe Economic Predicaments of IslamismPrinceton University
Press
'... a welcome addition to the already available introductory works on Islam. The
chapters of the book combine depth of analysis and erudition on a wide range of
subjects. Thus in a single volume one finds several superbly written papers not
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only on the foundations of Islam and the manifestations of Islamic culture but also
on issues which are at the centre of contemporary debates among Muslims such
as multiculturalism, social justice, democracy and diversity. As a sourcebook this
work is equally useful for students, academicians and general readers' - Zafar
Ishaq Ansari, Director, Islamic Research Institute, International Islamic University
Islamic Studies is at a critical moment in its history. It seeks both to maintain its
rich history and to engage with other - sometimes dominant - cultural and political
studies. This tension is producing complex changes in both the theory and the
practice of Islamic Studies. This timely and stimulating Handbook, edited by
world-class experts in the field, provides a comprehensive guide to Islamic
Studies today. It examines the main issues in the field and explores the key
debates. It provides readers with an indispensable, balanced guide to the roots of
Islam and the challenges it faces in the twenty-first century. The Handbook
includes discussions of: - Islam as a community of discourse and a global system
- Islam, diaspora and multiculturalism - The Qu'ran today - Islam as a moral and
judicial system - Islam and politics - Islam and culture - Diversities and Islam
Concise, level-headed and penetrating, this collection will be of interest to
anyone who studies contemporary Islam. It brings together an unparalleled
collection of international scholars who illuminate some of the most urgent and
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complex issues in the world today.
Islamic finance is growing at an astonishing rate and is now a $1200 billion
industry, with operations in over 100 countries. This book explains the paradox of
a system rooted in the medieval era thriving in the global economy. Coverage is
exhaustively comprehensive, defining Islamic finance in its broadest sense to
include banks, mutual funds, securities firms and insurance (or takaful)
companies. The author places Islamic finance in the context of the global political
and economic system and covers a wide variety of issues such as the underlying
principles of Islamic finance, the range of Islamic financial products, and country
differences. He also discusses a number of economic, political, regulatory and
religious concerns and challenges. This second edition has been completely
revised and updated to take into account the great changes and developments in
the field in recent times. It includes the impact of the 9/11 and 7/7 terrorist attacks
on the industry, the new forms of interaction with Western financial institutions,
the emergence of innovative products such as sukuk, attempts by a broad range
of financial centres - including Kuala Lumpur, London, Singapore, Bahrain and
Dubai - to become global hubs of Islamic finance, and the repercussions of the
2008 global financial meltdown on Islamic institutions.
'Islamic Finance is a welcome critical contribution to the growing body of literature
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on Islamic economics, banking and finance. As one would expect from an
eminent and respected scholar, Visser has provided the reader with much food
for thought. This stimulating book raises some serious questions which need to
be addressed and provides valuable source material for researchers and
students of Islamic finance.'– Abul Hassan, The Muslim World Bank
Review'Since its development, the study of Islamic finance has been enriched by
the insights of Western scholars of banking and finance. Here, Hans Visser
provides a comprehensive analysis of the principles of Islamic finance, the main
instruments, and the operation of Islamic institutions and markets. This thoughtful
and well written study confirms Professor Visser's place in the group of Western
writers able to comprehend and evaluate the essence of Islamic finance, while
reinforcing Edward Elgar's position as the leading Western publishing house in
this field.'– Mervyn K. Lewis, University of South Australia and Academy of the
Social Sciences in AustraliaHans Visser presents a fascinating study of both the
foundations of Islamic finance and its recent developments. This highly topical
book explores the products and practices of Islamic finance, specifically targeting
the tensions that may arise between the ideology and the practices. The author
describes the forms Islamic finance has taken, analyzes the problems that it
faces, and confronts the practice of Islamic finance with the principles it is based
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upon. He presents a dispassionate discussion of the problems facing Islamic
forms of finance, including the question of how to reconcile activities such as
liquidity management, monetary policy and government finance with Islamic
principles.Islamic finance is an especially momentous phenomenon, and this
book will prove an essential read for students with an interest in money and
banking, and particularly Islamic finance. It will also be highly influential for
bankers and staff in financial institutions, as well as financial journalists,
politicians and civil servants dealing with the financial industry.
ÔI read with great interest the current state of Islamic economics and finance as
examined by Muhammad Akram Khan, who has given a fresh outlook for the
readers to find out its limitations and to search for its solutions. Khan has read
widely in the subject matter, and presented his views with reference to literature
and thoughtful and logical arguments. While many may not agree with his
arguments or will have a better explanation, I find his arguments at least worthy
of examination to strengthen the arguments of those who might oppose him.
Although Khan is critical of the subject matter, he is very sympathetic to the
greater objectives of Islamic economics and provides his own prescriptions to
achieve those objectives.Õ Ð M. Kabir Hassan, University of New Orleans, US
ÔThis is a very thought provoking book coming at a crucial stage in the
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development of Islamic economics and finance. Although the reader may not
agree with some of the conclusions reached, it is clearly a scholarly and
extensively researched piece of work; it should be read by all serious students of
the subject area. Amongst other things, it throws light on the reasons why the
practical implementation of Islamic economics and finance, particularly in relation
to the financial system and financial institutions, has not always conformed to the
true theoretical foundations laid down by Islamic scholars.Õ Ð John Presley,
Loughborough University, UK and recipient of Islamic Development Bank Prize in
Islamic Finance, 2001Ð2002 ÔÒIslamic economic system is a type of capitalism
with a spiritual dimensionÓ is a major conclusion of this book. I applaud this
insight of Muhammad Akram Khan. The same can be perhaps said of Islamic
finance, which, in its hurry to build viable and efficient financial institutions, has
ignored the very same need to start with profits-and-risk-sharing principle and noriba principles to build pricing models to anchor the new sub-discpline. The good
news is that, in the course of time to come, AkramÕs advocacy may be realised
since such serious works have already begun.Õ Ð Mohamed Ariff, University
Putra Malaysia and Bond University, Australia ÔAlthough there are many books
on Islamic economics, this critical, but sympathetic, account by Muhammad
Akram Khan is worthy of attention. The author has clearly read widely on the
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subject and appreciates the limitations of much that he has read. Islamic
economics is a work in progress and by focusing on its shortcomings, Khan
challenges the assumptions of many working in the field. His discussion of
methodology is insightful, and even the prohibition of riba, for many the defining
characteristic of Islamic finance, is examined from a fresh perspective. While
many will not agree with the analysis and the conclusions, even critics should be
able to appreciate the strengths of the arguments made. In summary this is a
worthwhile, and in many respects an innovative, survey of the state of Islamic
economics and finance. It deserves to be widely read.Õ Ð Rodney Wilson,
Durham University, UK What is Wrong with Islamic Economics? takes an
objective look at the state of the art in Islamic economics and finance. It analyses
reasons for perceived stagnation and also suggests a way forward. As well as
probing various myths, the book presents several innovative ideas and a
methodology for developing the subject on new foundations. It also highlights
weaknesses in the conventional position on prohibition of interest, which has led
Islamic banks devise a series of legal tricks. The author notes how the original
aim of devising a new brand of banking has become less prominent whilst Islamic
banks now position themselves more closely to conventional banks. The book
also offers insights into how certain traditional thinking has seemingly ignored the
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egalitarian spirit of the law of zakah and created a scenario where zakah is not
able to help the billions of poor people around the globe. This detailed book will
appeal to students, professors, researchers, Islamic banks and finance houses,
consulting companies, accounting firms, and regulatory bodies. Professional
economists, libraries in research and training organizations, as well as anyone
with a general interest in the topic will find much to interest them.
A comprehensive and innovative reconstruction of the emergence of early
Muslim religion and polity in their historical, religious and ethnological contexts.
Intended principally for scholars of late antiquity, Islamic studies and the history
of religions, the book opens up many novel directions for future research.
øHandbook on Islam and Economic Life is a unique study, one of the first of its
kind to consider Islam within a broader economic sphere. Covering a wide
breadth of topics and research, it explores how Islam impinges upon and seeks
to shape major aspect
The doctrine of "Islamic economics" entered debates over the social role of Islam
in the mid-twentieth century. Since then it has pursued the goal of restructuring
economies according to perceived Islamic teachings. Beyond its most visible
practical achievement--the establishment of Islamic banks meant to avoid
interest--it has promoted Islamic norms of economic behavior and founded
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redistribution systems modeled after early Islamic fiscal practices. In this bold
and timely critique, Timur Kuran argues that the doctrine of Islamic economics is
simplistic, incoherent, and largely irrelevant to present economic challenges.
Observing that few Muslims take it seriously, he also finds that its practical
applications have had no discernible effects on efficiency, growth, or poverty
reduction. Why, then, has Islamic economics enjoyed any appeal at all? Kuran's
answer is that the real purpose of Islamic economics has not been economic
improvement but cultivation of a distinct Islamic identity to resist cultural
globalization. The Islamic subeconomies that have sprung up across the Islamic
world are commonly viewed as manifestations of Islamic economics. In reality,
Kuran demonstrates, they emerged to meet the economic aspirations of socially
marginalized groups. The Islamic enterprises that form these subeconomies
provide advancement opportunities to the disadvantaged. By enhancing
interpersonal trust, they also facilitate intragroup transactions. These findings
raise the question of whether there exist links between Islam and economic
performance. Exploring these links in relation to the long-unsettled question of
why the Islamic world became underdeveloped, Kuran identifies several pertinent
social mechanisms, some beneficial to economic development, others harmful.
This book explores some of the most fiercely debated issues facing the Islamic
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world today.
In the year 1000, the economy of the Middle East was at least as advanced as
that of Europe. But by 1800, the region had fallen dramatically behind--in living
standards, technology, and economic institutions. In short, the Middle East had
failed to modernize economically as the West surged ahead. What caused this
long divergence? And why does the Middle East remain drastically
underdeveloped compared to the West? In The Long Divergence, one of the
world's leading experts on Islamic economic institutions and the economy of the
Middle East provides a new answer to these long-debated questions. Timur
Kuran argues that what slowed the economic development of the Middle East
was not colonialism or geography, still less Muslim attitudes or some
incompatibility between Islam and capitalism. Rather, starting around the tenth
century, Islamic legal institutions, which had benefitted the Middle Eastern
economy in the early centuries of Islam, began to act as a drag on development
by slowing or blocking the emergence of central features of modern economic
life--including private capital accumulation, corporations, large-scale production,
and impersonal exchange. By the nineteenth century, modern economic
institutions began to be transplanted to the Middle East, but its economy has not
caught up. And there is no quick fix today. Low trust, rampant corruption, and
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weak civil societies--all characteristic of the region's economies today and all
legacies of its economic history--will take generations to overcome. The Long
Divergence opens up a frank and honest debate on a crucial issue that even
some of the most ardent secularists in the Muslim world have hesitated to
discuss.
This open access book seeks to foster a multidisciplinary understanding of the
ties between faith, financial intermediation, and economic progress by drawing on
research across economics, finance, history, philosophy, ethics, theology, public
policy, law, and other disciplines. Chapters in this edited volume examine themes
as consequential as economic opportunities, real world outcomes and faith;
values and consumerism; faith, financial intermediation and economic
development in Western and Islamic societies; and the impact of faith issues on
US workers, on the workplace and religion, and on the characteristics of good
wealth. Though engaging with difficult questions, this book is written in an
accessible style to be enjoyed by laypeople and scholars alike.
This is a new examination of how Shari’a law affects public policy both
theoretically and in practice, across a wide range of public policy areas, including
for example human rights and family law. The process by which public policy is
decided - through elections, debates, political processes, and political discourse Page 13/24
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has an additional dimension in the Islamic world. This is because Shari'a (divine
law) has a great deal to say on many mundane matters of everyday life and must
be taken into account in matters of public policy. In addition, matters are
complicated further by the fact that there are differing interpretations of the
Shari'a and how it should be applied to contemporary social issues. Written by
leading experts in their field, this is the first comprehensive single volume
analysis of Islam and public policy in the English language and offers further
understanding of Islam and its wider social and political implications.
A summary of the most important issues, approaches and models in the field of
spirituality in business, economics and society. The Handbook of Business and
Spirituality presents a comprehensive pluralistic view covering all the major
religious and spiritual traditions.
This book provides an overview of the practice of Islamic finance and the historical roots that
define its modes of operation. The focus of the book is analytical and forward-looking. It shows
that Islamic finance exists mainly as a form of rent-seeking legal-arbitrage. In every aspect of
finance - from personal loans to investment banking, and from market structure to corporate
governance - Islamic finance aims to replicate in Islamic forms the substantive functions of
contemporary financial instruments, markets, and institutions. By attempting to replicate the
substance of contemporary financial practice using pre-modern contract forms, Islamic finance
has arguably failed to serve the objectives of Islamic law. This book proposes refocusing
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Islamic finance on substance rather than form. This approach would entail abandoning the
paradigm of 'Islamization' of every financial practice. It would also entail reorienting the brandname of Islamic finance to emphasize issues of community banking, micro-finance, and
socially responsible investment.
Although Islamic finance is one of the fastest growing segments of emerging global financial
markets, its concepts are not fully exploited especially in the areas of economic development,
inclusion, access to finance, and public policy. This volume is to improve understanding of the
perspective of Islamic finance on economic development, social and economic justice, human
welfare, and economic growth.
Studies conducted in the field of Islamic economics lose their relevance over time. Works
examining Islamic economics since the 1970s have been co-opted by the existing economic
system and have become limited to a large extent, as they are now only concerned with
financial transactions. In fact, ""Islamic economics"" as a concept should actually be
conceptualized as an alternative economic system. However, because of the financial and
commercial transactions implemented in daily economic life ...
Drawing on diverse intellectual traditions, including those rooted in economics, psychology,
sociology, and political science, Kuran provides a unified theory of how preference falsification
shapes collective decisions, orients structural change, sustains social stability, distorts human
knowledge, and conceals political possibilities.
Applying fresh tools from economics to explain puzzling behaviors of religious radicals: Muslim,
Christian, and Jewish; violent and benign. How do radical religious sects run such deadly
terrorist organizations? Hezbollah, Hamas, Lashkar-e-Taiba, and the Taliban all began as
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religious groups dedicated to piety and charity. Yet once they turned to violence, they became
horribly potent, executing campaigns of terrorism deadlier than those of their secular rivals. In
Radical, Religious, and Violent, Eli Berman approaches the question using the economics of
organizations. He first dispels some myths: radical religious terrorists are not generally
motivated by the promise of rewards in the afterlife (including the infamous seventy-two
virgins) or even by religious ideas in general. He argues that these terrorists (even suicide
terrorists) are best understood as rational altruists seeking to help their own communities. Yet
despite the vast pool of potential recruits—young altruists who feel their communities are
repressed or endangered—there are less than a dozen highly lethal terrorist organizations in the
world capable of sustained and coordinated violence that threatens governments and makes
hundreds of millions of civilians hesitate before boarding an airplane. What's special about
these organizations, and why are most of their followers religious radicals? Drawing on parallel
research on radical religious Jews, Christians, and Muslims, Berman shows that the most
lethal terrorist groups have a common characteristic: their leaders have found a way to control
defection. Hezbollah, Hamas, and the Taliban, for example, built loyalty and cohesion by
means of mutual aid, weeding out “free riders” and producing a cadre of members they could
rely on. The secret of their deadly effectiveness lies in their resilience and cohesion when
incentives to defect are strong.These insights suggest that provision of basic social services by
competent governments adds a critical, nonviolent component to counterterrorism strategies. It
undermines the violent potential of radical religious organizations without disturbing free
religious practice, being drawn into theological debates with Jihadists, or endangering civilians.
The second edition of the Historical Dictionary of Islam presents a concise overview of Islamic
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history, religion, philosophy, and Islamic political movements.
"In 2012, the year 1433 of the Muslim calendar, the Islamic population throughout the world
was estimated at approximately a billion and a half, representing about one-fifth of humanity. In
geographical terms, Islam occupies the center of the world, stretching like a big belt across the
globe from east to west."--P. vii.
How do modern Muslims adapt their traditions to engage with today's world? Charles Tripp's
erudite and incisive book considers one of the most significant challenges faced by Muslims
over the last sixty years: the challenge of capitalism. By reference to the works of noted Muslim
scholars, the author shows how, faced by this challenge, these intellectuals devised a range of
strategies which have enabled Muslims to remain true to their faith, whilst engaging effectively
with a world not of their own making. The work is framed around the development of their ideas
on Islamic socialism, economics and the rationale for Islamic banking. While some Muslims
have resorted to confrontation or insularity to cope with the challenges of modernity, most have
aspired to innovation and ingenuity in the search for compromise and interaction with global
capitalism in the twenty-first century.

Interviews with the professionals driving the rapid global growth of Islamic finance
Though the modern Islamic finance system has existed for more than forty years, its
size and influence in the banking industry has expanded massively in just the last
decade. This book looks at Islamic finance from the perspective of the experts shaping
the industry, including some of the founders of the first Islamic banks—Haj Saeed
Lootah, His Royal Highness Prince Mohamed Al Faisal Al Saud, and Sheikh Saleh
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Abdullah Kamel—as well as other professionals who have greatly influenced the
industry. Editor Emmy Alim offers rare insight on Islamic finance with these insightful
interviews focused on the development, rise, and future trajectory of Islamic finance.
Features rare insider perspective on the rise of Islamic finance with interviews from the
top names in the industry in Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and the United States An
ideal resource for bankers and finance professionals working in traditional finance as
well as Islamic finance Written by Emmy Alim, Editor for Thomson Reuters Islamic
Finance Gateway, a multi-platform forum for experts and professionals in the Islamic
finance industry
"[This is] a subject of such relevance and importance that one wonders why nobody
else dealt with it in book form before."—Dr. Wilfried Hofmann Muslim civilization has
experienced a decline during the last five centuries after previously having undergone a
long period of prosperity and comprehensive development. This raises a number of
questions such as what factors enable Muslims to become successful during the earlier
centuries of Islam and what led them to their present weak position. Is Islam
responsible for this decline or are there some other factors which come into play? M.
Umer Chapra provides an authoritative diagnosis and prescription to reverse this
decline. M. Umer Chapra is a research advisor at the Islamic Research and Training
Institute of the Islamic Development Bank, Jeddah, and author of The Future of
Economics and Islam and the Economic Challenge.
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An approach to comparative economic systems that avoids simple dichotomies to
examine a wide variety of institutional and systemic arrangements, with updated
country case studies. Comparative economics, with its traditional dichotomies of
socialism versus capitalism, private versus state, and planning versus market, is
changing. This innovative textbook offers a new approach to understanding different
economic systems that reflects both recent transformations in the world economy and
recent changes in the field.This new edition examines a wide variety of institutional and
systemic arrangements, many of which reflect deep roots in countries' cultures and
histories. The book has been updated and revised throughout, with new material in both
the historical overview and the country case studies. It offers a broad survey of
economic systems, then looks separately at market capitalism, Marxism and socialism,
and “new traditional economies” (with an emphasis on the role of religions, Islam in
particular, in economic systems). It presents case studies of advanced capitalist
nations, including the United States, Japan, Sweden, and Germany; alternative paths in
the transition from socialist to market economies taken by such countries as Russia, the
former Soviet republics, Poland, China, and the two Koreas; and developing countries,
including India, Iran, South Africa, Mexico, and Brazil. The new chapters on Brazil and
South Africa complete the book's coverage of all five BRICS nations; the chapter on
South Africa extends the book's comparative treatment to another continent. The
chapter on Brazil with its account of the role of the Amazon rain forest as a great
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carbon sink expands the coverage of global environmental and sustainability issues.
Each chapter ends with discussion questions.
In this book, economist Jean-Philippe Platteau addresses the question: does Islam, the
religion of Muslims, bear some responsibility for a lack of economic development in the
countries in which it dominates? In his nuanced approach, Platteau challenges the
widespread view that the doctrine of Islam is reactionary in the sense that it defends
tradition against modernity and individual freedom. He also questions the view that
fusion between religion and politics is characteristic of Islam and predisposes it to
theocracy. He disagrees with the substantivist view that Islam is a major obstacle to
modern development because of a merging of religion and the state, or a fusion
between the spiritual and political domains. But he also identifies how Islam's
decentralized organization, in the context of autocratic regimes, may cause political
instability and make reforms costly.
Addresses the ideals and institutions through which Middle Eastern societies have
confronted poverty and the poor. Offering insights and analysis in a field that has only
recently come into existence, this book explores the ideals and institutions through
which Middle Eastern societies--from the rise of Islam in the seventh century C.E. to the
present day--have confronted poverty and the poor. By introducing new sources and
presenting familiar ones with new questions, the contributors examine ideas about
poverty and the poor, ideals and practices of charity, and state and private initiatives of
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poor relief over this extensive time span. They avoid easy generalizations about Islam
and the Middle East as they seek to set the ideals and practices in comparative
perspective.
Timur Kuran has brought serious scholarship to a subject the rest of us have lacked the
skill or courage to address.
Throughout history, governments have attempted to control religious organizations and
limit religious freedom. However, over the past two hundred years the world has
witnessed an expansion of religious liberty. What explains this rise in religious
freedom? Anthony Gill argues that political leaders are more likely to allow religious
freedom when such laws affect their ability to stay in power, and/or when religious
freedoms are seen to enhance the economic well-being of their country.
In its pursuit to equip the reader with a basic knowledge of Islamic economics, this book
divulges the micro-foundations of the discipline, and highlights the predominant schools
of thought that exist in the field. It explains, in simple terms, what Islamic economics
entails and how it can be studied as a science in relation to the Holy Quran, the Sunnah
and the Islamic intellectual tradition based on these two sources. The book familiarizes
the reader with knowledge of the basic maxims of the discipline. It then establishes the
arguments that are presented by the proponents of religion-based economics,
specifically Islam, and apprises readers about the aforementioned schools as they
exist. A number of chapters consider the dimension of the dilemmas the discipline is
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facing, and the chronological progress of the field is reviewed, hence providing a
comprehensive overview of the topic. The book deals with the issues about the origins
of Islamic economics, the basic methodological questions, the use of the opportunities
offered by fiqh in the methodological discussions and the main problems arising from
the encounter with other cultures and civilizations. It offers practical solutions, despite
the differing schools of thought, not unlike the development of conventional Economics
where radical differences between Keynesian, Classical and Monetarist approaches
existed. It concludes by incorporating some of the finest works that explain to the
reader how Islamic economics may progress as a discipline. This guide will provide
both students and researchers in Comparative Economic Studies, Islamic Economics
and Islamic Finance with an essential overview of the field.
This book analyzes the place of the new Muslim minorities in society within the European
Union. The authors explore the root causes of rising tensions and conflict between the new
immigrant population and native Europeans over issues of Muslim identity, Islamist doctrines,
and Islamophobia. They also provide integration models for the various EU countries and
discuss the short- and long-range problems caused by socioeconomic discrimination against
Muslims.Contributors include Imane Karich (International Crisis Group, Brussels), Isabelle
Rigoni (Paris VIII University), Sara Silvestri (Cambridge University and City University,
London), Valeria Amiraux (European University Institute, Florence), Chris Allen (University of
Birmingham, UK), Tufyal Choudhury (Durham University, UK), and Bernard Godard (Ministry of
Interior, Paris).
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The A to Z of Islam presents a concise overview of Islamic history, religion, philosophy, and
political movements through a list of acronyms and abbreviations, a chronology, an
introductory essay, a bibliography, and cross-referenced dictionary entries that include the
biographies and ideas of medieval thinkers and modern members of the religious and political
establishments. Entries describe the major sects, schools of theology, and jurisprudence, as
well as aspects of Islamic culture.
This is a one-of-kind volume bringing together leading scholars in the economics of religion for
the first time. The treatment of topics is interdisciplinary, comparative, as well as global in
nature. Scholars apply the economics of religion approach to contemporary issues such as
immigrants in the United States and ask historical questions such as why did Judaism as a
religion promote investment in education? The economics of religion applies economic
concepts (for example, supply and demand) and models of the market to the study of religion.
Advocates of the economics of religion approach look at ways in which the religion market
influences individual choices as well as institutional development. For example, economists
would argue that when a large denomination declines, the religion is not supplying the right
kind of religious good that appeals to the faithful. Like firms, religions compete and supply
goods. The economics of religion approach using rational choice theory, assumes that all
human beings, regardless of their cultural context, their socio-economic situation, act rationally
to further his/her ends. The wide-ranging topics show the depth and breadth of the approach to
the study of religion.
The author demonstrates that the foundational transition in thinking about what is now called
economics, beginning in the 18th century, was decisively shaped by the hotly contended lines
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of religious thought within the English-speaking Protestant world.
We are pleased to offer this fifth title in our APTS Press Monograph Series. This is the
publication of the author’s doctoral dissertation done through the Concordia Theological
Seminary in Fort Wayne, Indiana, USA. The purpose of this series is to give our readers
broader access to good scholarship that would otherwise be unavailable outside of the
academic community. This is part of our ongoing commitment to discipleship through
publishing. Christian mission organizations have enthusiastically embraced “business” as a
means of entry for Christian workers who might not otherwise be able to get into these nations,
especially MMNs. However, the embracing of business raises some immediate concerns. In
light of existing tensions between business and Islam, won’t missions-connected businesses
be under the same cloud of conflict? More importantly, isn’t the Gospel put under this cloud,
thereby negatively impacting the spread of the kingdom of God? Also, if the business-andmission companies’ expatriate owners and employees are western (especially American)
won’t the conflicts inevitably intensify? And if so, are there ways such entities can be operated
in order to minimize the conflict with Islamic sensitivities? This book will address these and
other related questions.
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